
the set of colours such as that of a rainbow 光譜
(plural noun) small plants that grow in water ⽔藻
a mass of very small bubbles 泡沫
material deposited by water 沉積物
to pass through 穿透
a palace complex in Beijing built in the Ming Dynasty 紫禁城
a small country in Southeast Asia 汶萊
in connection with God 神聖的
able to make you strong and healthy 富營養的
to say something rude to someone 侮辱
much more unlikely 別說
to start to grow 發芽
an undeveloped plan inside a seed 胚

spectrum (n) 
algae (n)
foam (n)
sediment (n) 
penetrate (v)
the Forbidden City (n) 
Brunei (n)
sacred (adj) 
nourishing (adj)
insult (v) 
let alone (phr)
sprout (v) 
embryo (n)

to show approval of 讚賞
what you do to help achieve something together 貢獻
the distant past, especially before the Middle Ages 古代
a period of history of which particular events are typical 年代
to take control over by force 征服
a thin straight surgical knife外科⼿術⼑
a strong rod or stick ⼿杖
a soldier who fought against other men in ancient Rome 
⻆⾾⼠

a cloth pad applied to a wound 敷布
a special design representing a group 徽章
behaviour that is careful and safe 謹慎
clouding of the natural lens of the eye ⽩內障
sweet-smelling 芬芳的
(= the Black Death or the Plague) a pandemic that killed many
people in Europe and Asia in the 14th century ⿊死病
a very small jumping insect which feeds on the blood of
animals and humans 跳蚤

The rich history of
caregivers

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
8
8
8
8
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applaud (v) 
contribution (n)
Antiquity (n) 
era (n)
conquer (v)
scalpel (n)
staff (n) 
gladiator (n)

compress (n)
emblem (n) 
prudence (n)
cataract (n)
fragrant (adj)
the black plague (n)
 
flea (n) 

10
10
12
12
12
12
13
13

 
13
13
13
14
14
14

 
14



a way of curing an illness 治療法
a tool for measuring the weight 磅秤
any feeling of illness that is caused by a particular disease 
症狀

an infectious disease that produces small, red spots all over
the body ⿇疹
a high infectious and deathly disease that causes a fever and
spots on the skin 天花
a chemical that kills micro-organism that might carry disease
消毒劑

a drug that causes temporary loss of bodily sensations 
⿇醉藥

related to the medical care of children ⼩兒科的
medicine for preventing a disease 疫苗
causing death 致命的
a tiny life form 微⽣物

remedy (n)
scale (n) 
symptom (n)

measles (n)

smallpox (n)

disinfectant (n)

anaesthetic (n)

paediatric (adj)
vaccine (n) 
fatal (adj) 
microbe (n) 

15
15
15

 
15

 
15
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20
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(of disease) can be caught by touching people or things that
are infected 接觸性傳染的

contagious (adj) 22
 

the dried root of a Mediterranean plant ⽢草
a public vehicle for carrying a large number of passengers 
公共汽⾞

an exam taken in the last year of secondary school study in
some countries 中學畢業會考
the last stage of pregnancy 臨盆
a research report on a new idea, especially one written by a
candidate for an academic degree 畢業論⽂
one of the first people who do something that no one else
has done before 先驅
a small carved or moulded figure ⼩塑像

liquorice (n)
omnibus (n)

baccalaureate (n)

labour (n) 
thesis (n) 

pioneer (n) 

figurine (n) 

25
25

 
26

 
28
29

 
31

 
31

 



a very small animal that lives on other animals and sucks their
blood 壁蝨
happening immediately 即時的
to be better than 勝過
an animal that lives inside larger animals 寄⽣蟲
convenient ⽅便的
to persuade gently ⽤好話勸
detailed and careful inspection 仔細的觀察
to cause to feel better 減輕痛苦
a common small bird ⼭雀
a group of tiny plants that grows on rocks, walls or trees 地⾐

tick (n) 

instant (adj) 
beat (v) 
parasite (n) 
handy (adj)
coax (v) 
scrutiny (n)
soothe (v)
tit (n)
lichen (n) 

33
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